Interactive Session Plan ™

Session date Wk. 1&2 (1st Practice)

Coach

Team/Age Group

U8s
Time available

Dribbling/Coordination and Balance
Theme

NOTES
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-Start with the speed ladder on right side; feet are hip-width apart and pressure is on the power
pads of the feet
-Step laterally with your leading foot into the first box and follow with your trailing foot into the
first box
-Step laterally with your leading foot into the second box, followed by your trailing foot into the
second box; continue down the ladder
-Move to the left side and repeat
This works on lateral movement
2-4 reps down and back
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-Set up 3 cones like the illustration shows; set up 2-3 players behind the cones that are 8-10 yards
away (you can make the players dribble shorter or longer if you want)
-Players in the front will look out at opponent across from them and when they make eye contact,
those 2 players will dribble towards the 3 cones in the middle
-When the players get close to the middle cones, both players will do the same move and then get
around the outside cone to the right (you can switch this over time to make them go to their left,
but make sure they are going to same side or they will run into one another)
-Change the moves the players utilize to get by the cones
-Focus on the execution/speed of the move, their touch around the outside cone, and the touch in
behind the cones on the other side

- 20x25yd grid
- One player serves ball across grid to opposite player and then immediately closes space and
defends.
- Attacking player can score at either corner gate on the opposite end line. Goals are scored by
dribbling through gate. If defender wins the ball in the grid they immediately look to attack their
two gates.
Variations:2v1 or 2v2; Players may score by passing the ball through gates
Coaching Points:
- First touch
- Acceleration
- Decision making
- Defender closing speed and approach
-Set up your field in a 20 x 25 grid
-Play 2 vs. 2 in the grid; all the balls are with the coach who plays them into the field
-Players try to score on either of their 2 goals they are attacking
-If the ball goes out or a goal is scored, those players leave field and go back to where they came
from
-Play continues from coach
-Keep score
-Focus on Dribbling/Moves, things above you worked on
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